
Roman Abramovich’s Sephardic origins 

 

1. Oporto, Portugal. Roman Abramovich’s Sephardic certificate was produced correctly 

in the light of the Jewish world and Portuguese law. 

  

2. Article 24A paragraph 3 sub-paragraph c) of the Nationality Regulation stipulates the 

following: 

“The application is accompanied by (one) certificate of a Jewish community that is a 

religious legal person, based in Portugal under the legal terms on the date of entry into 

force of this article, attesting the tradition of belonging to a Sephardic community of 

Portuguese origin, materialised in particular [as an example] through the surname of 

the applicant, family language, genealogy and family memory.” 

 

3. Roman Abramovich’s Sephardic certificate says that it was granted “based on the 

elements of proof offered by the applicant – among others relating to his known 

genealogy, the territories where his ancestors lived and family names, memories and 

traditions, critically articulated with our knowledge and understanding of reality, 

culture, religious law and of Jewish communities in general and with other proof 

verified throughout the long evaluation process, having used the work tools at our 

disposal”. - Cf. Doc. 1  

 

4. Roman Abramovich never made any “donations” to the Jewish Community of 

Oporto, much less so for a false certificate. Eighteen months have passed since the 

application was certified. CIP/CJP only received the emolument of €250,00 (two 

hundred and fifty euros). - Cf. Doc. 2 

 

5. Roman Abramovich’s process of certification of Portuguese Sephardic origin was 

conducted by the religious authority of the Jewish Community of Oporto, Chief Rabbi 

Daniel Litvak, recognised by the Chief Rabbinate of Israel, who has been dealing with 

the Registry Office since 2015. - Cf. Doc. 3 

 

6. Roman Abramovich’s Portuguese Sephardic origin is not only guaranteed by the 

Rabbinate of Oporto, recognised by the Chief Rabbinate of Israel, but by the entire 

Jewish world, such as the following: 



- The Federation of Jewish Communities of the Russian Federation (whose religious 

authorities comprise American rabbis of the strongest religious organisation in the 

world, Chabad Lubavitch, with emissaries in 150 countries, head office in New York but 

originating in Poznan, Poland) which confirms that the person in question belonged to 

the local Sephardic community and his strong Portuguese roots. - Cf. Doc. 4 

- The Sephardic Educational Centre of Jerusalem, in the person of its Director, Rabbi 

Baruch Garzon, former Chief Rabbi of Madrid and adviser to the Spanish Government, 

not only analysed the surnames of Roman Abramovich but also attested the “ancient 

Sephardic traditions faithfully adhered to in his family”. - Cf. Doc. 5 

- The most respected living descendant of Rabbi Baal Shem Tov, founder of Hasidism, 

at the core of which Chabad Lubavitch was born, and the only person in the world who 

possesses some tefillin from Portugal, that are more than five centuries old. Rabbi Leib 

Leibel is Portuguese, Lithuanian and Polish, originating from Poznan and Hamburg, 

much like Roman Abramovich. He explains the routes of that family, which are the 

same as his, and underlines the reason why [20 years ago] Abramovich became “a 

major benefactor of the Chabad Lubavitch movement which has Portuguese origins”. - 

Cf. Doc. 6 

 

7. Roman Abramovich’s tradition of belonging to a Sephardic community of Portuguese 

origin, in particularly Poznan and Hamburg, is rooted in the following elements: 

- “Family memory” of the Portuguese Sephardic origin of the applicant, not only 

claimed by him, but rooted in Jewish tradition. It is attested by many Orthodox 

rabbinates recognised by the Great Rabbinate of Israel and by respected Jewish 

organisations in the secular world. 

- “Family surnames” of Sephardic origin or present in Sephardic communities, namely 

Leibowitz (Leon/Lion) which can be found on the lists of Sephardic surnames and on 

the private lists of Hamburg Sephardim. It is because of families such as Leibovitch that 

the Abramovich surname existing in Poznan and throughout Poland is also found on 

some lists of Sephardic surnames, although it comes from the name Abraham, common 

in all communities, whether Ashkenazi or Sephardic – Cf. Doc. 7 

- “The common knowledge” that is the applicant’s material support over two decades 

in the amount of half a billion dollars to the world movement Chabad Lubavitch, which 

today is based in the USA but was born in Poznan, by the hand of Rabbi Baruch 

Portugali, whose proud descendant is today the current Rebbetzin of Chabad Portugal 

(Cascais). – Cf. Doc. 8  

 



8. It a story “of meaning” and “with meaning”, in the light of the knowledge that the 

Chief Rabbi of Oporto and other international Jewish bodies invoked have of the Jewish 

world, having used the tools at their disposal. 

 

9. We see no harm in repeating that all Jewish migration to Israel under the law of 

return operates in the light of Jewish tradition. This migration depends on a certificate 

from the Chief Rabbinate of Israel, anchored in the Orthodox rabbinates all over the 

world, attesting someone’s tradition of belonging to the Jewish world. The Jewish 

people are a people of forced migrants who wandered for centuries without 

documents. 

 

10. For example, Roman Abramovich’s paternal grandfather travelled in three 

countries – Belarus, Lithuania and Russia –, and did not flee to a fourth country because 

he died in a gulag in Siberia, just as other Polish relatives of his, from Warsaw and 

Poznan, fled or died in the Holocaust. - Cf. Doc. 9  

 

11. In addition, Roman Abramovich’s paternal grandmother had also Sephardic roots. 

- Cf. Doc. 10 

 

12. Despite so many centuries of travel, tribulations and horrors, the Jewish people 

knows itself. Roman Abramovich is Jewish – his Hebrew name is Nachman ben Aharon 

– a quality attested by the Chief Rabbinate of Israel, on whose certificate his Israeli 

nationality inevitably depended. At the time, some people asked how the applicant 

could prove he was “returning” to Jerusalem after 2000 years! The only answer is 

Jewish tradition. - Cf. Doc. 11  

 

13. In Roman Abramovich’s certificate, Chief Rabbi Daniel Litvak mentions a moral fact 

– that “he has no material need of Portuguese nationality” – as he not only has an 

Israeli passport but is also entitled to a Lithuanian passport, which his children already 

have, for the Abramovich/Leibovitch grandparents were Lithuanian citizens. - Cf. Doc. 

12  

 

 14. The first time the Chief Rabbi heard the story of his “Lithuanian-Portuguese” fellow 

countryman Roman Abramovich was in May 2018, in conversation. At the time, Daniel 

Litvak was representing the Jewish Community of Oporto at a meeting with the Jewish 



Community of Moscow, part of which is Sephardic, included in the “Shabbat Meals 

Project” of the CIP/CJP, consisting in supplying Shabbat meals in a number of countries 

to Jews with few means. 

Incredible as it may seem, it is in fact the Jewish Community of Oporto that makes 

donations to Moscow and not the other way round! - Cf. Doc. 13  

 

15. The story of Roman Abramovich’s family was briefly described in an article by the 

Jewish writer Miriam Assor, author of the book “Judeus Ilustres de Portugal” (Famous 

Portuguese Jews), which we attach because it was written by someone who is familiar 

with the case, will be writing about it and is very sensitive to the Jewish world. - Cf. 

Doc. 14 

 

16. On 18 December 2021, a Shabbat, when the Jewish community of Oporto was 

gathered together, it was announced that Roman Abramovich had been certified by 

CIP/CJP in a process [with attempts make to link it to] of trickery [“Wikipedia”], 

donations [“he became a benefactor of the community”] and even to “Jewish 

Freemasonry” [B’nai B’rith International]. 

 

17. This news originated a wave of immense attacks against the Jewish community and 

was felt like a new expulsion. It led CIP/CJP to fear not only a “Dreyfus case” but also 

an extreme right-wing terror attack, because it was “selling the country”. This 

happened in Halle in Germany! 

 

18. To defend the Jewish community and forestall new stratagems by antisemites, 

Abramovich’s certification process is already in the hands of the higher religious, 

cultural and political instances of Israel. 

 

19. In a recent interview that Chief Rabbi Daniel Litvak gave to the Portuguese Jewish 

News he says: 

“We only fight offences, not legislative choices of the sovereign power. We never 

demanded this law, much less did we ask to be part of it. In 2013 and 2014, we asked 

the government to set up an international commission to certify Sephardic Jews. We 

did not want to the be ones to do it, to avoid being criticised for it. We know the 

history of Portugal. In common parlance, an evil thing is “a judiaria". How can we 

fight this ancient mistrust, particularly in a time when everyone distrusts everybody 



else? We could never satisfy everyone who demanded absolute proof that a 

Moroccan or Ottoman family had once left Évora or Penafiel. How to provide 

definitive proof that Dr. Jorge Sampaio, former President of the Republic, had 

originated in Portugal? That is only proven by Jewish tradition, anchored of course in 

original rabbinical certificates, last names, countries and other issues that are 

relevant to those who know the Jewish world. This would never satisfy the critics, 

they do not even know what a Jew is. 

 

Yet the Portuguese law requires a tradition of belonging. 

 

It requires a tradition of belonging not to Portugal but to a Sephardic community of 

Portuguese origin, in Tangiers, Tunis, Cairo, Istanbul, Antwerp, etc. I was always 

positively surprised by this step of the law – the tradition of belonging – coming from 

non-Jewish legislators. Within the Jewish people – a people of forced migrants – the 

proof of each one’s qualities is provided in accordance with Jewish tradition. That is 

how migration to Israel works. The Jewish tradition is the major defender of the 

synagogues of the world, of Israel and Portugal.” 

 

20. All investigations are a waste of time and money for the State and are grounded in 

anonymous accusations launched against the Jewish community of Oporto by 

hardened individuals. Regardless of whether or not people like the law granting 

Portuguese nationality to the descendants of Sephardic Jews of Portuguese origin, the 

fact is that the CIP/CJP has been accused of the same millenary antisemitic myths that 

led to pogroms, the Inquisition and Shoah. 
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Filiação:

Porto,

Naturalidade:

CERTIFICADO

Nome Completo:

Data de Nascimento:

_________(assinatura eletrónica - digitally signed)_________

Nacionalidade:

Residência:

Para fins de obtenção da Nacionalidade Portuguesa, e tendo em conta o disposto nos artigos 6.º n.º 7 da Lei n.º 37/81, 

de 03 de Outubro, e 24.º-A n.º 3 alínea c) e n.º 4 do Decreto-Lei n.º 237-A/2006, de 14 de Dezembro, a Comunidade 

Israelita do Porto/Comunidade Judaica do Porto certifica que o requerente à margem identificado é descendente directo 

de judeus sefarditas de origem portuguesa.

Esta convicção foi formada com base nos elementos de prova oferecidos pelo requerente – respeitantes, para além do 

mais, à sua genealogia conhecida, aos territórios onde estiveram radicados os seus ascendentes e aos nomes, 

memórias e tradições de família –, articulados criticamente com o nosso conhecimento e compreensão da realidade, da 

cultura, da lei religiosa e das comunidades judaicas em geral e com a restante materialidade apurada ao longo do 

processo de avaliação, uma vez utilizadas as ferramentas de trabalho à nossa disposição.

Os meios de prova documentáveis relativos ao presente processo encontram-se arquivados, podendo ser consultados 

pelas instâncias formais de controlo portuguesas, a qualquer tempo, na Rua de Guerra Junqueiro, n.º 340, 4150-386, 

Porto, sede da Comunidade Israelita do Porto/Comunidade Judaica do Porto, entidade que se encontra inscrita sob o 

n.º 733/20080115 no Registo de Pessoas Coletivas Religiosas, com averbamento de radicação em Portugal, conforme

atestado emitido em 27 de Março de 2013 pela Sra. Ministra da Justiça.

Comunidade Israelita do Porto / Comunidade Judaica do Porto
Rua de Guerra Junqueiro, 340 - 4150-386 Porto - Portugal

Telefone: +351 911768596

E-mail: info@comunidade-israelita-porto.org

Assinado Por: ISABEL MARIA DE BARROS TEIXEIRA DA SILVA FERREIRA LOPES
Data da Assinatura: 03/09/2020
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Labarde Labarre Labaton Labatut Labe Labelle-Rojoux Labok Laborde Labounsky Lacayo Laccai 

Lacoste Ladin Lagardere Lagnado Lagrotteria Laham Lahat Lahmi LaHoy Laibow Laino Laird Lalor 

Lalouette Lalush LaMarche Lambert Lamberto Lamell Lamonica Lampart Lancar Lancaster 

Lanchano Lancri Landau Landby Lande Lander Landerud Landesman Landholm Landman Landolfi 

Landrum Landshout Landy Lane Lanesman Laney Lang Langer Langevitz Langinger Langley 

Langman Laniado Lannon Lanzbom Lapaco LaPaz Lapidus LaPierre Lardaucher Lardizabal Laredo 

Larkin LaRocca Laron LaRosa Larose Laroze Larrive Larsen Larson Laski Laskow Lasofsky Lassner 

Latin Latino Latka Latouche Lattes Laufer Lavi Lavinthal Lavis Laycock Lazar Lazare Lazarus 

Lazerson Le Gal Leach Leal Lear Leary LeAve Leaver Leavitt Leavy Lebar Lebedin Lebhar Lebis 

Lebowitz Lebrija Leburg Lechana Lechter Leclercq Lecointre Lecompte Lecourt Lecoys Lecroq 

Lecuyer Lederman Ledford Ledoux Ledroit Leduc Lee Leeds Lees Lefebvre Lefevre Leff Leffert 

Lefkow Lefkowitz Legrand Lehman Lehrer Leiberman Leibert Leibowich Leibowitz Leifer Leima 

Leinwand Leiterfuter Lejman LeLiberte Lemaire Lemar Lemat Lemieux Lemire Lemke Lempert 

Lenahan Lenasky Lenga Leoff Leon Leonard Leonetti Leonhardt Lepastier Lequeux Lerda Lerea 

Lereah Lerera Lereya Lerman Lerner Leroy Lerra Lersten Lery Lesicnik Lesman Lesser Lessick Lester-

Card Leszinsky Letard Letau Letellier LeTournaux Leucht Leuchter Lev Levacov Levanon Levens 

Levenstein Levent Leventer Leventhal Levey Levhar Levi Levie Levin Levine Levinkind Levinson 

Levinthal Levis Levit Levitan Levitas Levitt Levitus Levitz Levy Levy Gerboua Levy-Finger Levy-Yaer 

Lew Lewenstein Lewin Lewinsky Lewis Lewitton Lewitz Ley Lhoir Liakhovetzky Libbrecht Libenson 

Liberman Libman Lichenstein Licht Lichtenstein Lichtman Lici Licitri Lidgi Lidinya Lidu Lieb 

Lieberman Liebman Liebowitz Liechtenstain Liedenberger Lief Liener Lifland Lifshitz Lifton Light 

Lighter Lightman Ligon Lilette Lilford-Powys Lilienthal Lill Lilly Lilos Lima Limbaco Lin Linares 

Linder Lindheim Lindner Lindsay Lindsey Liniado Link Lion Lior Lipchak Lipeles Lipkin Lipman 

Lipnack Lipnick Lipow Lipperman Lippitt Lippman Lippmann Lipschit Lipsen Lipsitz Lipsky Lipson 

Lipszyc Lisbona Lisbonna Liss List Litchi Litinski Litmanovich Littleton Litvak Litvinoff Livanos 

Livant Livingston Livnat Livor Lizra Loafea Lobel Lobos Locantore Lock Locketz Loeb Loebl Loen 

Loeterman Loew Loewe Loewenheim Loiseau Loke Lomita London Long Longo Longobardi 

Longuemare Lonn Lonza Loon Lopata Lopatin Lopes Lopes Alvin LoPiccolo Lopis Lorbert Loren 

Lorenz Loria Lorrea Losinsky Lotshaw Lott Louchouran Louie Louk Louria Lourie Louza Louzoun 

Love Lovejoy Lowe Lowell Lowenstein Lowenthal Loya Lubetzki Luboff Lubowitz Lucas Ludmir 

Ludovise Lueb Luetgerath Luicha Lum Lummer Luna Lunders Lunsky Lupnicki Lupo Luppi Lupton 

Lurie Lustgarten Lutfy Lutz Luvollo Luxenberg Luz Luza Luzzatto Lynn Lyon Lyons 
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https://portuguesejewishnews.com/news/articles/chabad-and-portugal/  

 
 
 
 
 

REBBETZIN RAIZEL ROSENFELD  11/01/2022 

Chabad and Portugal  

B"H 

The city of Poznan, in what is today Poland, was in the 1600s 
home to many Portuguese Jewish families who, over the course 
of the previous two centuries were forced to flee Portugal. Rabbi 
Yosef Yitzchak Schneerson, the previous Chabad Rebbe, writes 
in his memoirs, about a street in that city that was called 
Portugal Street, “due to the large amount of Portuguese Jewish 
families who lived there, having fled Portugal due to the 
inquisition .” One such resident was Rabbi Baruch Portugaler, 
“the family name (Portugaler) originated due to the fact the 
family were descendants of Jewish People exiled from 
Portugal.” Rabbi Baruch’s daughter, Rachel, would become the 
grandmother of Rabbi Schenur Zalman of Liadi, the founder of 
the Chabad-Lubavitch movement, the first Lubavitcher Rebbe.  

During World War II, the Nazis increasingly occupied more and 
more of Europe. Portugal at that time was home to thousands of 
Jewish refugees, who had fled from all over Europe, and arrived 
at this Far East corner of the continent, hoping to survive 
persecution and to be able to continue their lives. One such 
notable person was Rabbi Chaim Kruger. Rabbi Kruger, who was 
a rabbi in Brussels, met and befriended the legendary 
Portuguese consul in Bordeaux, Aristides de Sousa Mendes. After 
receiving his Portuguese visa, and being an integral part of the 
efforts of Aristides de Sousa Mendes to save thousands of lives, 
Rabbi Kruger and his family, spent almost a year in Lisbon from 
1940 to 1941. They departed Lisbon in May 1941, only a short time 
before the Lubavitcher Rebbe’s arrival.  

Indeed, in 1941, the Lubavitcher Rebbe and his wife, Rebbetzin 
Chaya Mushka, who were then in France, fled Paris to the south 
of France as they waited for their visas to the United States and  
passage aboard a ship that would take them across the Atlantic 

https://portuguesejewishnews.com/news/articles/chabad-and-portugal/


https://portuguesejewishnews.com/news/articles/chabad-and-portugal/  

Ocean. In June of 1941, they arrived in Lisbon in order to board 
the ship liner, Serpa Pinto ship which was set to depart to New 
York on June 12.  

On June 11, an entry was recorded by the Rebbe in his diary, 
detailing a Torah thought based on a section of Talmud and 
connected to Jewish mysticism and Chabad teachings. In this 
entry, the Rebbe discusses the connection between searching 
for fish for sick people and the coming of Moshiach. The illn ess 
is a spiritual one and the cure highlights the fact that fish 
survive only while totally immersed in their natural habitat,  
water. As such, the cure for spiritual dislocation is the total 
immersion in Torah. The fact that this passage deals with fish i s 
highly relevant as fish is such a popular food staple in Portugal.   

In 2010, the Chabad-Lubavitch movement established a 
permanent presence in Portugal. From a 17th century street in 
Eastern Europe bearing the name Portugal, the influence of the 
Chabad Rebbes and their connection to Portugal continues to 
uplift and inspire. 

 
Categories: Chabad  Religious practices  Jewish history  Jewish heritage  
    

 

 

R e b b e t z i n  R a i z e l  R o s e n f e l d  

Co-director of Rohr Chabad Portugal, and directs activities at 
the Avner Cohen Casa Chabad located on Rua Aristides des 
Sousa Mendes in Cascais and is a 11th generation  

descendant of Rabbi Baruch Portugaler  

 

https://portuguesejewishnews.com/news/articles/chabad-and-portugal/
https://portuguesejewishnews.com/news/?c=1622
https://portuguesejewishnews.com/news/?c=1691
https://portuguesejewishnews.com/news/?c=1690
https://portuguesejewishnews.com/news/?c=1685
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In the family of grandmother Tauba Abramovich (Berkover), according to her sons, there was a 

legend that her ancestors are descendants of Jews from Spain and Portugal who fled from the 

fires of the Inquisition because they did not want to be baptized. The second part of this legend 

told that there were always rabbi scholars in the family, the family was part of the community 

and was very close to the rabbi from Hamburg named Cohen / Kogan, who was a Sephardic Jew 

and wrote a book, Rabbi David Cohen de Lara. 

 

The names of the children in Tauba's family are the same as the names of the children of Rabbi 

David Cohen de Lara. The rabbi had two sons - Aron and Abraham, the same names as the father 

and uncle of Roman (the Sephardim have a tradition to call by the family names of living 

relatives, and the Ashkenazi in honor of the dead ones, thereby passing on the memory and 

family tradition). Thus, perhaps this memory of connection with the community, or even some 

kind of family connection, has been preserved over the centuries. 

Rabbinic learning was passed down in the family from generation to generation. We know that 

Movsha Goldshteyn was elected rabbi of the town of Keidany in 1846. Unfortunately, we do not 

have many documents to bring all the family members who were rabbis, but family legend says 

that there were several generations of them. 

 



The grandmother told her sons that her great-great-grandfather had moved to Lithuania from 

Hamburg. They settled down in the places of Keidany - Tauragė - Jurbarkas. The first place 

where the family settled in Lithuania was indeed Keidany. In 1697, legislation in Hamburg 

changed, a high tax was introduced for Jews, most of the Sephardim moved to Amsterdam or 

Altona. A number of representatives of the Sephardic community migrated from Altona to 

Eastern Europe - Poland through Gdansk http://www.khazaria.com/sephardim-cnpoland.html 

Then from there they moved to the places of Lithuania and Belarus. In Lithuania, Poland and 

other Ashkenazi regions, Sephardic surnames were not actually preserved. Keidany was under 

strong German influence, there was an active migration from the German lands not only of Jews, 

but also of Germans. The owners of the city of Keidany (a family of Polish magnates Radziwill) 

invited Jews and German Lutherans to their own city for its economic development. In Keidany 

since the XVI century and until the 1930s lived, in addition to Jews, a group of German 

Lutherans (80 families). Keidany in the XVII - XVIII centuries was one of the most important 

centres of rabbinic and Talmudic learning in Lithuania. The connections between the 

communities of Hamburg and Keidany are also confirmed by the fact that in the XVII century 

Rabbi Dovid Katzlenbogen became the rabbi in Keidany, and his elder relative Yeheskel 

Katzlenbogen was a rabbi in Keidany at the beginning, and then the chief rabbi of the 

communities of Altona, Wandsbek and Hamburg (at this time exactly the Sephardic Jews of 

Hamburg and the Ashkenazi were actively rapprochement and assimilation). Among the 

Lithuanian rabbis was also Nathan ben Moshe Levin (1825 - 1898), born in Keidany and 

grandson of Rabbi Raphael from Hamburg [Nancy Schoenburg, Stuart Schoenburg. Lithuanian 

Jewish Communities. London, 1996, p.56]. All these ties are evidence that there were constant 

migrations between the communities of Hamburg and Keidany, ties of various kinds, and 

marriages. In the XVIII century the family moved from Hamburg to Keidany, where there were 

both good economic conditions for Jews and a high level of religious learning  

https://keidaner.com/019the-jewish-settlement-of-keidan/ 

 

Another important point is that a number of Sephardic traditions have been preserved in the 

house. For example, grandmother Tauba Abramovich told her sons that her grandfather 

Aron-Wulf Goldstein (died in1930) did the following during the Seder on Passover: he poured 

water, took a cane and walked around the table. Indeed, the Sephardim have a similar Passover 

custom of walking around the table with a sack, imitating the wanderings of the Jews. She also 

said that in the family there were contradictions between the parents about whether it was 

possible to eat peas and rice on Pesach, it is forbidden for Ashkenazim but allowed for 

Sephardim, this contradiction is the result of a mixture of traditions. Another important feature is 

that Tauba Abramovich believed and told her children that if a misfortune happened in the 

family and someone died, but a wedding was planned that cannot be postponed, then the 

wedding should be celebrated, and only then arrange mourning and commemoration. Tauba 

considered all these customs of her family to have been preserved from Sephardic Jews, and she 

passed them on to her sons. 

http://www.khazaria.com/sephardim-cnpoland.html
https://keidaner.com/019the-jewish-settlement-of-keidan/
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https://www.delfi.lt/en/culture/russian-billionaire-abramovich-visits-vilnius.d?id=78787881  

 

https://www.delfi.lt/en/culture/russian-billionaire-abramovich-visits-vilnius.d?id=78787881
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MIRIAM ASSOR 

Abramovich, the 

Israeli, Lithuanian 

and Portuguese Jew 
Despite funding projects like the one that annually brings together 1,000 Jewish 
and Arab children in Israel through football all over the world, to break down 
barriers between young people from different cultures, Roman Abramovich 
knows for sure that many will never attribute positive intentions or pure feelings 
toward him. 
 
(December 23, 2021 / JNS) He’s very discreet. He does not give interviews. He 

does not pose for photos. He rarely expresses emotions. His children are Lithuanian 

citizens of the European Union. This is a prerogative of Roman Abramovich, a 

Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Israeli Jew, as well as a Russian. 

Abramovich’s family story is a story of pogroms: Assassinated in Poland and 

kidnapped in Lithuania, in the middle of the 20th century, perished in Siberia (where 

his grandfather, Nachman Leibovich, is buried); they suffered discrimination in 

Minsk, Poznan and Hamburg, and before that in the Iberian Peninsula and 

elsewhere; just as occurred two millennia ago in Judah. 

Successive marching orders to neighboring countries, when those have agreed to 

take in Jews, as well as commercial relations and marriages between Jews of 

different ancestry, enforced the constant crossing of Jewish families from Iberia to 

Central and Eastern Europe. 

The Jerusalem Post called him a “mega philanthropist” and “an ardent and long-

standing supporter of Jewish culture throughout the world.” Roman Abramovich has 
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been recognized by the Forum for Jewish Culture and Religion for his contribution 

of over $500 million to Jewish causes in Russia, the United States, Great Britain, 

Lithuania, Israel, Portugal and elsewhere, over the past 20 years. 

 

In the Jewish world, one of the greatest beneficiaries of his generosity has long been 

the international Chabad movement, based in New York, which supports 4,500 

rabbis throughout the world. Chabad took its first steps in Poznan, Poland, on 

Portugali Street. It was officially founded by Zalman Schneur, a descendant of Rabbi 

Baruch Portugali, of Sephardic origin. His name is known, but the Hebrew one is not: 

Nachman ben Aharon. The name is reminiscent of the great 13th-century Sephardic 

sage, Moses ben Nachman, known as Nachmanides. 

Abramovich is an honorary member of several Portuguese Jewish organizations 

such as Chabad Portugal (Cascais, which now has the largest Chabad Centre in 

Europe) and B’nai B’rith International Portugal, along with other philanthropist 

families from the United States, Russia, China and Israel. 

In addition to donations of millions of dollars to the Jewish Agency for Israel and to 

Jewish communities globally, Abramovich engaged in symbolic projects such as 

planting a forest with some 25,000 trees in memory of the Lithuanian Jews who died 

in the Holocaust and the restoration of the cemetery of the old Portuguese Jewish 

community in Altona, now a neighborhood in the city of Hamburg. 

After decades of helping the people of Israel and the State of Israel, in 2018 he 

obtained Israeli citizenship. Reports in the West claimed he did so with the aim to 

continue and enter London without a visa. For three years he was not seen in the 

city. When he did so, in 2021, to visit his family, it was reported that he became 

Israeli so he could enter the United Kingdom. 

My father, the Lisbon rabbi for 50 years, always told me that in different times and 

contexts, the Jew was not identified with good attitudes and purity of intentions, but 

rather with money, business and sly behavior. The letter that a Polish relative of 

Abramovich wrote in 1940 to the Jewish community in Porto, then mostly Polish, 

imploring them to inform the family that he had arrived safely in London, led me to 
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conclude that, yes, he had fled the Nazis, but was hardly free from another kind of 

anti-Semitism based on the same myths and insults. 

Described for years in the West as a luxuries-loving Russian billionaire, from the 

moment Abramovich became a citizen of Israel and launched the “Say no to anti-

Semitism!” campaign, his Jewishness came into focus, as well as the stereotypes that 

have always dogged the rich Jew. 

According to the latest Anti-Defamation League report published in June this year, 

he is the #1 target of online anti-Semitism in the football world. Endless content 

spills over the web such as: “Roman Abramovich is a Jew, stop supporting Chelsea,” 

and “Jews really rule the world. I was surprised to learn that Roman Abramovich is 

one, too.” 

Chelsea FC works with people and authorities around the world to help fight anti-

Semitism and hatred in general. As part of this effort, players, the management, and 

fans frequently meet with Holocaust survivors in a campaign with partners such as 

the World Jewish Congress, B’nai B’rith International, the Holocaust Educational 

Foundation and the Conference of the Presidents of American Jewish Organizations. 

Despite funding projects like the one that annually brings together 1,000 Jewish and 

Arab children in Israel through football all over the world, to break down barriers 

between young people from different cultures, Roman Abramovich knows for sure 

that many will never attribute positive intentions or pure feelings toward him. The 

history of the Jews proves it. 

Miriam Assor is a journalist and author of the book Os Judeus Ilustres de Portugal 

(“Famous Jews of Portugal”). 

 

This column originally appeared in Israel Hayom.  
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